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OECD PERSPECTIVES ON GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT 2010  
SHIFTING WEALTH  

  
Seminar 

“The impact of Shifting Wealth on developing countries” 
 

10th May 2010 
09:30-13:00 

 
OECD Conference Centre, Room 13  

2 rue André Pascal 
75775 Paris, France 

 
 

The forthcoming Perspectives on Global Development is a new OECD Development Centre 
publication. Its first edition, “Shifting Wealth”, examines the major realignment of the global 

economy that has taken place in the last two decades.  Prominent scholars from developing and 
emerging countries have guided and contributed to the report through expert meetings and 

background papers. They join us today. 

 
Speakers 
 
Eliana Cardoso  
Eliana Cardoso is Professor of Economics at the Fundação Getúlio Vargas in São Paulo. A former 
"William Clayton Professor" at the Fletcher School (Tufts University), she was also a Visiting 
Associate Professor of Economics at MIT, Yale, Georgetown University, and USP. She served as Lead 
Economist in China at the World Bank and as Chief Economist for the South Asia Region. She was 
Secretary for International Affairs at the Ministry of Finance in Brazil and an Advisor in the Research 
Department of the IMF. Her most recent books are Fábulas Econômicas (Pearson, 2006) and 
Mosaico Econômico (Saraiva, 2010). She holds a Ph.D. in Economics from MIT.  

 
Martyn Davies  
Martyn Davies is the Director of the China Africa Network at the Gordon Institute of Business 
Science, University of Pretoria and is a faculty member of the school. He is concurrently the CEO of 
Frontier Advisory, a leading research and strategy consulting firm that specialises in emerging 
markets. He is an advisor to MasterCard and a member of the firm's Africa Knowledge Panel. He is 
also a member of the Premier of Limpopo Province's (in South Africa) Employment, Growth and 
Development Advisory Council which advises the Premier on economic related matters. In 2010, Dr 
Davies was selected as a Young Global Leader, an honour bestowed by the World Economic Forum.  
 

Rajneesh Narula  
Rajneesh Narula is Professor of International Business Regulation and Director of the John H. 
Dunning Centre for International Business at the Reading Henley Business School, University of 
Reading, UK. He trained as an engineer in Nigeria, and completed his postgraduate work in the US.   
He acts regularly as a consultant for UNCTAD, UNIDO, the European Commission, the Inter-American 
Development Bank and the OECD. He has undertaken research and consultancy projects or taught in 
Tanzania, Uganda, Thailand, China, Vietnam, Russia, India, Qatar, UAE and most EU countries.  
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Agenda  
 

 
The impact of Shifting Wealth on developing countries 

Chair: Mario Pezzini, Director ad interim, OECD Development Centre 
 
Over the last twenty years, economic power has been shifting towards the developing world and emerging 
economies – what we call ‘shifting wealth’. This is attributable to high and sustained growth rates in large 
developing countries, particularly the Asian giants of China and India. Increasing links between developing 
countries has been a feature of this transformation: flows of trade, aid and investment between developing 
countries have all intensified.  
 
This seminar looks at the effect of these major changes on developing countries other than the Asian giants. In 
particular, it will explore the impact of China on two developing regions:  Africa and South America. 

 

9.30 – 10.00 Registration  
 

10.00 – 10.15 Opening remarks  
H.E. Roxana Pinto López , Ambassador of Costa Rica to France 
 

10.15 – 11.10 

Session I - Chinese firms abroad: impact on Africa 
Moderator: Johannes Jütting, Head of Unit,  OECD Development Centre  
 
Chinese firms have gone multinational. They are beginning to venture out into the global economy and to 
Africa in particular. China’s investment in Africa has even accelerated during the global financial crisis. Martyn 
Davies and Rajneesh Narula share findings from their papers to help examine this trend and its implications.  
 
Martyn’s paper explores what impact China will have on the long term developmental prospects of Africa. 
Rajneesh’s paper looks at the patterns and nature of FDI by developing country multinational enterprises more 
broadly – above and beyond China and Africa - and asks whether its impact differs from that of conventional 
multinational activity. 
 
 

 Martyn Davies: How China is influencing Africa's development 

 Rajneesh Narula: Much Ado About Nothing? Outward MNE activity from developing countries and its 
importance for home and host country 

 Discussant – Andrea Goldstein, Deputy Director, Heiligendamm-L'Aquila Process, OECD 

 Q&A with audience 
 

11.10-11.25 Coffee Break 
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11.25 – 12.00  

Session II – South America’s new trade partner  
Moderator: Jeff Dayton-Johnson, Head of Americas Desk, OECD Development Centre  
 
China has emerged as an important trade partner for South America, reinforcing the region’s long established 
role as a natural resource and commodities exporter. Does China’s rapid penetration of the region renew the 
region’s comparative advantage in natural resources? Can the demand for commodities by China stimulate 
South America’s overall economic performance? Eliana’s paper analyses trade flows to demonstrate China’s 
growing importance in the region. 

 
 

 Eliana Cardoso: South America for the Chinese? A Trade-Based Analysis of Shifting Economic Power in 
the Region 

 Discussant – Susan Stone, Senior Trade Policy Analyst, Trade and Agriculture Directorate, OECD 

 Q & A with audience 
 

12.00 – 12.50 

Session III – Policy Panel: towards new development strategies 
 
‘Shifting wealth’ has changed the lessons on which development policy should draw, the world in which those 
lessons apply and the tools available. This policy panel discusses how developing countries can adapt to thrive 
in the new global economy, and questions whether traditional development strategies are still relevant. 
 
Key questions: 
 

 Should developing countries encourage investment, trade and aid partnerships with the new powers in 
preference to traditional partners?  

 Are some export sectors no longer viable options for developing countries due competition from China 
and India? 

 Can the global governance agenda be made more ‘development friendly’? What’s the scope for 
developing country coalitions within the new international power structure?  
 

 
Moderator  

 Andrew Mold, Senior Economist, OECD Development Centre 
Panellists 

 Eliana Cardoso, Professor of Economics, Fundação Getúlio Vargas, São Paulo 

 Martyn Davies, Director, The China Africa Network, Gordon Institute of Business Science, University of 
Pretoria  

 Rajneesh Narula, Professor, University of Reading Business School 

 Andrew Rogerson, Special Counsellor, Development Cooperation Directorate, OECD 
 

12.50-13.00 Summing up  
Mario Pezzini, Director ad interim, OECD Development Centre 
 

 
Contact Cecily Rawlinson, Cecily.Rawlinson@oecd.org Tel. +33 (0)1 45 24 95 83  
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